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Home Studio Green Minded Wow Design EPa Lab

GREEN MINDED
Our passion for green design and our commitment to LEED architecture is more than just talk. We believe, and

build based on our convictions. Here you’ll find posts about our projects, as well as more in-depth articles on

environmentally conscious architecture.

Northwest China has strong historic ties to Islamic culture, architecture and design. Drawing upon this

tradition, Sure Architecture incorporated Islamic patterns into their plans for the Yinchuan Exhibition Center, an

innovative green museum with a beautiful etched facade. The curvilinear double-skinned exhibition hall fuses

traditional Chinese materials with Islamic design motifs.
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Sure Architecture‘s Yinchuan Exhibition Center is designed to unite the Chinese and Arabic Axis while also

functioning as a premier cultural institution. The building’s perforated facade features carved patterns that allow

natural ventilation and daylight to enter the building.
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Spanning five stories and 25,302 square meters, the building is centered around a sprawling main atrium that

connects the floors and allows visitors to view the entire museum from the atrium level. The museum’s

polyhedron shape allows the wind and elements to easily flow around the building, preventing erosion or weather

damage over time.

Aside from being a new cultural landmark, the museum is also a model of energy-efficiency. Low-e glass lines

each window, while an automatic shading system helps control the temperature inside naturally. The atrium

helps cool and warm the building by creating a funneling effect. The Yinchuan Exhibition Center pays tribute to the

Islamic influence of the area, while also extending the city’s central business district.
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One thought on “Yinchuan Exhibition Center in Northwest China”
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Marie-Elaine Globensky

Marie-Elaine has written 584 articles on this site.
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filippa on March 22, 2013 at 9:56 pm said:

My brother recommended I might like this website. He was entirely right. This post actually made
my day.
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